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Abstract

MRI and MRCP play an important role in the diagnosis of chronic pancreatitis (CP) by imaging 

pancreatic parenchyma and ducts. MRI/MRCP is more widely used than computed tomography 

(CT) for mild to moderate CP due to its increased sensitivity for pancreatic ductal and gland 

changes; however, it does not detect the calcifications seen in advanced CP. Quantitative MR 

imaging offers potential advantages over conventional qualitative imaging, including simplicity of 

analysis, quantitative and population-based comparisons, and more direct interpretation of 

detected changes. These techniques may provide quantitative metrics for determining the presence 

and severity of acinar cell loss and aid in the diagnosis of chronic pancreatitis. Given the fact that 

the parenchymal changes of CP precede the ductal involvement, there would be a significant 

benefit from developing an MRI/MRCP based, more robust diagnostic criteria combining ductal 

and parenchymal findings. Among cross-sectional imaging modalities, multi-detector CT (MDCT) 

has been a cornerstone for evaluating chronic pancreatitis (CP) since it is ubiquitous, assesses 

primary disease process, identifies complications like pseudocyst or vascular thrombosis with high 

sensitivity and specificity, guides therapeutic management decisions, and provides images with 

isotropic resolution within seconds. Conventional MDCT has certain limitations and is reserved to 

provide predominantly morphological (e.g. calcifications, organ size) rather than functional 

information. The emerging applications of radiomics and artificial intelligence is poised to extend 

the current capabilities of MDCT. In this review article, we will review advanced imaging 

techniques by MRI, MRCP, CT and ultrasound.
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Introduction

The histologic hallmarks of chronic pancreatitis (CP) include fibrosis, chronic inflammation, 

and loss of acinar cells [1]. Characteristic features of CP are often absent on standard 

diagnostic tests, including imaging studies. Magnetic Resonance Cholangiopancreatography 

(MRCP) and Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) can be normal in 

patients during the early stage of this disease, and diagnosis of early CP remains a challenge 

[2,3]. Histologic diagnosis is rarely pursued, given the potential for complications (i.e., acute 

pancreatitis). Therefore, it is much desired to have a practical, accessible, highly innovative, 

reproducible, and non-invasive imaging method to detect and quantify CP. The major role of 

the MR imaging has been to provide information about ductal findings to the clinicians in a 

non-invasive fashion. Significant efforts have been made to incorporate parenchymal 

changes seen with MRI to complement the ductal findings. Currently, there are no widely 

accepted diagnostic criteria including both MRI and MRCP findings. However, ongoing 

research may allow MR parenchymal imaging to be more verified and adopted, ultimately 

leading to new diagnostic criteria for CP based on MR imaging. A consensus guideline has 

been published to improve standardization of radiologic reporting of imaging findings of CP 

to allow for improved uniformity of data and communication among specialists for patient 

care [3,4].

Among cross-sectional imaging modalities, multi-detector CT (MDCT) has been a 

cornerstone for evaluating CP since it is ubiquitous, assesses primary disease process, 

identifies complications like pseudocyst or vascular thrombosis with high sensitivity and 

specificity, guides therapeutic management decisions, and provides images with isotropic 

resolution within seconds [5]. However, conventional MDCT has certain limitations such as 

the need to acquire an unenhanced phase for measuring enhancement, radiation dose 

concerns for longitudinal monitoring, debatable contrast-media associated kidney injury, and 

limited role in small iso-attenuating lesions and minimal change pancreatitis [6,7]. 

Moreover, MDCT is reserved to provide predominantly morphological (e.g. calcifications or 

organ size) rather than functional information such as assessment of parenchymal fibrosis, 

inflammation and loss of acinar function [8]. Therefore, there is a need to develop and 

validate clinically translatable imaging-based biomarkers that extends its capabilities to 

provide functional information due to its potential to be a robust quantitative tool that is 

readily available and non-invasive. Several technical developments have been made in 

MDCT technology to address the above-mentioned limitations viz; acquisition parameters, 

contrast injection protocols and image reconstruction techniques. The emerging applications 

of radiomics and artificial intelligence (AI) is also poised to extend the current capabilities 

of imaging.
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MRCP Imaging

Magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) is the most effective, safe, non-

invasive MR imaging technique for evaluation of the pancreaticobiliary ductal system. 

MRCP has significantly improved over the past two decades and is mainly based on 

acquisition of heavily T2-weighted images, with variants of fast turbo spin echo sequences 

[9]. Since its first clinical application, this technique has undergone several refinements to 

improve the spatial resolutions, contrast-to-noise ratio, and image acquisition times. 

Administration of secretin improved the diagnostic yield of MRCP in evaluating the 

pancreatic duct for structural abnormalities (Figure 1) [9,10]. Secretin (example: 

ChiRhoStim®, ChiRhoClin Inc, Burtonsville, MD; Secrelux, Sanochemia) is a purified 

synthetic peptide with an amino acid sequence identical to the naturally occurring hormone 

and is approved by FDA for stimulation of pancreas during ERCP. Secretin’s physiological 

effects include secretion of pancreatic fluid from acinar cells into the duodenum and 

transiently increasing the tone in the sphincter of Oddi, which improves the visualization of 

the pancreatic duct. The peak effect of intravenous secretin is usually observed after three to 

five minutes following the injection [11]. After injection of secretin, the pancreaticobiliary 

ductal system is imaged via a coronal single-shot turbo spin echo image which takes only 

two seconds, repeated every 30–60 seconds for up to 10 minutes. At this time, the caliber of 

the main pancreatic duct can increase by 1 mm or more, compared to the baseline. Loss of 

main pancreatic duct distensibility (a surrogate for reduced compliance) is used as a marker 

for chronic pancreatitis [12]. Distention of the main pancreatic duct during Secretin-

enhanced MRCP (S-MRCP) helps in identifying ductal strictures [13]. Secretin enhances 

visualization of side branches, which may be helpful in the diagnosis [14] since one of the 

earliest findings of CP is abnormal side branch dilatation.

S-MRCP can also provide an estimate of the pancreatic excretory reserve. It is important to 

remember that a normal filling of the duodenum with pancreatic fluid does not exclude 

impairment of pancreatic exocrine function. The most reliable (although not perfect) method 

of assessing exocrine dysfunction is by measuring bicarbonate level of the pancreatic fluid 

[12] which is collected during endoscopic pancreatic function test. S-MRCP assesses 

pancreatic excretory fluid reserve by grading the excreted fluid according to duodenal 

anatomy. Grade 1, when pancreatic fluid is confined to the duodenal bulb, grade 2 when 

fluid is seen up to the second portion, grade 3 when fluid is seen in the third portion of the 

duodenum and grade 4 fluid reaches the fourth portion of the duodenum and beyond. 

Diminished pancreatic exocrine function is suspected with grade 1 duodenal filling or in the 

absence of duodenal fluid accumulation in the duodenal lumen [12]. Duodenal filling grade 

has been reported to have sensitivity of 72% and specificity of 87% for the detection of 

exocrine function [12,11]. However, its sensitivity has been found to be as low as 55% for 

detection of early CP [15].

One of the limitations of the MRCP is that it uses Cambridge classification for diagnosis and 

severity grading of CP (Table 1). Cambridge classification was designed for endoscopic 

retrograde cholangiopancreatography [16] and has reported poor sensitivity for the detection 

of early CP [17]. Other reports indicated that pancreatic exocrine dysfunction precedes the 

ductal changes in the disease process [15]. A study compared the presence of exocrine 
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dysfunction (verified by endoscopic pancreatic function testing) to MRCP and showed that 

ductal imaging did not identify early CP in 91% of patients. In other words, the majority of 

MRCPs were classified as normal/equivocal using the Cambridge classification as the 

diagnostic criterion, while these patients already had exocrine dysfunction. [15].

Magnetic Resonance (MR) Imaging

In addition to reporting ductal abnormalities, MR can evaluate the parenchymal changes 

related to CP. There are MR imaging techniques that can detect loss of proteinaceous water 

content, restricted water diffusion, increased stiffness, and changes in the enhancement 

pattern that can be helpful for the detection of fibrosis in the pancreas. In addition to these 

advanced imaging techniques, quantitative MRI is becoming increasingly common in 

current radiology research and practice, assisting in the clinical assessment of many patients 

with a spectrum of diseases.

T1-Weighted Imaging

Due to the high protein content of the normal pancreas, pancreas typically appears 

hyperintense on T1-weighted images [18]. This finding is best appreciated on unenhanced, 

fat suppressed, T1-weighted images [19–21] (Figure 2). In CP, the normal pancreatic 

parenchyma rich in protein is reduced, and acinar cells become replaced by fibrosis [22]. T1-

weighted signal is assessed by comparing the brightness of the pancreas to a reference 

organ. The signal intensity ratio (SIR) is calculated by dividing the average signal intensity 

of pancreas with either spleen or paraspinal muscle; SIR = SI Pancreas / SI Reference. 

Decreased SIR of the pancreas has been shown to reflect the degree of fibrosis and loss of 

normal acinar tissue and holds promise for the diagnosis of CP [23,24,15]. A recent study 

found a significant positive correlation between pancreatic fluid bicarbonate level and SIR of 

the pancreas to the spleen (p<0.0001). A pancreas to splenic SIR threshold of less than 1.2 

had sensitivity of 77% and specificity of 76% for detection of low pancreatic fluid 

bicarbonate, i.e., pancreatic exocrine dysfunction [15]. These results concurred with the 

previously reported poor sensitivity of the Cambridge classification for the detection of early 

CP [17] and suggested that Ti imaging can be a clinically useful and relatively cost-effective 

test for detection of early chronic pancreatitis even when the ductal imaging is normal. 

However, limitations exist in conventional T1-weighted imaging in which the tissue contrast 

depends on multiple factors including acquisition parameters, receiver coil geometry and 

sensitivity and signal amplifier gains. Variation in signal intensity is commonly observed 

through the choice of pulse sequence and manipulation of acquisition parameters (e.g., flip 

angle, echo time, repetition time, inversion time, etc.). These limitations preclude any direct 

comparisons of intensity values across subjects, time-points or imaging centers.

T1 mapping

T1 mapping is a quantitative MR imaging technique, which allows us to measure the tissue-

specific T1 relaxation time of the tissues. T1 mapping may be a more reliable method 

compared to traditional T1-weighted images since quantitative nature of the data allows 

ready comparison across longitudinal time points and against population-derived norms, 

permitting a more meaningful interpretation of intensity changes. Furthermore, utilizing the 
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recently introduced fast pulse sequences, T1 mapping takes less time to perform compared to 

other imaging techniques such as DWI or S-MRCP. Multiple T1 mapping pulse sequences 

are available either as a product version or prototype sequence under development by the 

manufacturers (Figure 3). Currently, there is no consensus about which T1 mapping pulse 

sequence is ideal for abdominal imaging. A recent study compared 4 different pulse 

sequences for the imaging of pancreas; variable flip angle (VFA), modified look-locker 

inversion recovery (MOLLI), a prototype inversion recovery (IR-SNAPSHOT), and a 

prototype saturation recovery single-shot acquisition (SASHA) [25]. The principle of 

variable flip angle (VFA) pulse sequence is to quantify T1 by acquiring voxel signals at 

steady state using multiple flip angles [26]. Inversion recovery (IR-SNAPSHOT) is based on 

the relaxation of longitudinal magnetization after an inversion radio frequency (RF) pulse is 

applied. A series of quick acquisitions are collected at different delay times following the 

inversion RF pulse and signal at different delays are fitted using the relaxation model [27]. 

MOLLI is a commercially available sequence developed for myocardial imaging and uses 

the very similar but modified principle of IR-SNAPSHOT. Series of acquisition following 

the inversion RF are segmented and synchronized using ECG signal so that the data 

acquisition only occurs during the diastolic period of a cardiac cycle [28]. SASHA is also 

similar to IR-SNAPSHOT, except it utilizes a saturation RF pulse instead of an inversion RF 

pulse [29]. This study reported that MOLLI, SASHA, and IR-SNAPSHOT provided the 

highest precision, while VFA has relatively less but still substantial precision. MOLLI and 

SASHA were originally designed for myocardial imaging and provided only one image in 

one breath hold time while IR-SNAPSHOT can acquire three images. Obtaining 1–3 images 

per breath hold can be a disadvantage for pancreas, which may shift in location with each 

breath hold. The advantage of VFA sequence is fast 3D acquisition, generating 64 slices in 

one breath hold. The disadvantage of VFA is the inherent sensitivity to pulsatile flow within 

the aortic blood. This study concluded that more refinement of pulse sequences is necessary 

to provide a large spatial coverage in one breath hold together with high precision in 

abdominal imaging.

A potential benefit of quantitative MR imaging is that it can be a biomarker for a spectrum 

of diseases. In order to transform these potential benefits into the clinical practice, more 

studies are required to determine normal T1 of abdominal organs and reach a consensus on 

the amount of change that should be considered as clinically significant pathology.

Extracellular Volume Imaging (ECV)

ECV is a quantitative MR imaging method that exploits changes to the extracellular matrix, 

such as increased collagen [33,34] and proteoglycan [35] concentrations secondary to tissue 

fibrosis. Utilizing tissue and blood plasma concentration of gadolinium, ECV technique 

dichotomizes the tissues into intra- and extracellular spaces and reports the extracellular 

fraction, which can be depicted as pixels on an image (Figure 4). T1 relaxation times 

obtained from the pancreas and the aortic lumen (blood pool) in unenhanced and post-

contrast equilibrium phases are entered into the formula to calculate the ECV fraction;

ECV pancreas = (1 − hematocrit) × ΔR1 pancreas
ΔR1 blood
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where ΔR1pancreas and ΔR1blood are defined as the change of 1/T1 relaxation rate in pancreas 

and blood pool relaxivity before and after contrast administration, T1 is a time constant 

describing the longitudinal relaxation rate, and its reciprocal (1/T1), is referred to as R1. The 

change in R1 (ΔR1) is defined as: ΔR1 = (R1post-contrast) – (R1pre-contrast). ΔR1 is proportional 

to Gadolinium (Gd) concentration when both tissues are in equilibrium; ΔR1pancreas / 

ΔR1blood = [Gd]pancreas / [Gd]blood. Since the gadolinium chelates are extracellular agents, 

the ratio of contrast agent concentrations between the pancreas and blood equals the ratio of 

extracellular volume between the tissues: [Gd]pancreas / [Gd]blood = ECVpancreas / ECVblood. 

The ECV of the blood is defined as the fraction of the blood volume, which is not composed 

of blood cells (i.e., the fraction of plasma). The plasma volume is simply calculated as 

ECVblood = [1 – hematocrit].

A recent study performed on patients with no pancreatic disease reported median T1 on 1.5T 

as 654 ms; median T1 on 3T as 717 ms; median ECV on 1.5T as 0.28 and median ECV on 

3T as 0.25 [30]. There was a mild positive correlation of T1 (r =0.24) with age. ECV was not 

dependent on magnet strength. T1 and ECV were similar in both genders.

Alterations of tissue T1 have been observed in the presence of a variety of pathologic 

conditions in the abdomen, including CP [31,32]. A recent study performed using 3T 

showed that T1 >950 ms had 64% sensitivity and 88% specificity, while ECV >0.27 had 

92% sensitivity and 77% specificity [32] for diagnosis of CP. Combining ECV and T1 

yielded sensitivity of 85% and specificity of 92% (AUC: 0.94) [32]. Another study 

performed using 3T showed T1 >900 ms threshold to be 80% sensitive and 69% specific for 

the diagnosis of mild CP (AUC: 0.81) [31].

Diffusion-Weighted Imaging (DWI)

In DWI, the signal intensity reflects the free motion or diffusion of water molecules. The 

practicality of this technique is challenged by long acquisition times (Figure 5). In fibrotic 

tissues, as in CP, the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) value is expected to be lower. In a 

study of 89 patients with no CP, mild CP and severe CP (defined by MRCP using Cambridge 

criteria), ADC of less than 179 × 10−5 mm2/sec at 1.5T was helpful for differentiating 

normal pancreas from CP groups [36]. This result suggested that there was restricted 

diffusion in the pancreatic extracellular fluid in subjects with severe CP compared to 

controls. Another study using a 3T scanner, an ADC cutoff value of 220 × 10−5 mm2/sec 

was found to be the most accurate threshold level for differentiating healthy subjects from 

those with any degree of CP [37]. In both studies, differences in ADC could not be used to 

reliably differentiate between the grades of CP. A more recent study of 29 patients with 

pancreatobiliary tumors undergoing pancreatectomy found that lower ADC values were 

associated with pancreatic fibrosis (r2 = 0.66, p<0.001) and correlated with grade of 

pancreatic fibrosis [24]. However, it should be noted that ADC can vary depending on the 

imaging parameters used and may not be translatable across different platforms.

MR Elastography (MRE)

MRE of the liver has been shown to be very helpful in the evaluation of hepatic fibrosis [38]. 

Hardware and software for MRE of the pancreas is still under development and not yet 
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commercially available. In a pilot study, twenty healthy volunteers underwent MRE exams 

to determine pancreatic stiffness using an experimental MRE driver emitting lower 

frequency vibrations than those used in liver MRE [39]. The 3D pancreatic MRE provided 

promising and reproducible stiffness measurements throughout the pancreas (Figure 6). The 

mean shear stiffness was (1.15 ±0.17) kPa at 40 Hz, and (2.09 ±0.33) kPa at 60 Hz [39]. 

Another pilot study performed on healthy volunteers showed pancreatic stiffness 

measurements to be highly reproducible and increases linearly with age [40]. In these 

preliminary studies, 3D spin-echo echo planar imaging sequence was employed to obtain 3D 

wave information along with 3D spatial data. As the pancreas is much further away from the 

anterior abdominal wall, shear waves at 40 Hz are favored [39]. An ongoing multi-

institutional study aims to verify that MRE can produce reproducible stiffness measurements 

throughout the pancreas using different vendor platforms, potentially allowing for 

quantitative assessment of CP [41].

Pancreatic fat fraction

The consequences of pancreatic steatosis require further evaluation, and MR allows for 

excellent quantitative assessment of fat deposition in the tissues. Chemical shift imaging 

techniques utilize a concept that water and fat protons have different resonance frequency, 

that can be measured at certain echo times to obtain water-only and fat-only fractions. Two-

point Dixon is a practical technique with excellent image resolution and is routinely used to 

obtain T1-weighted in-phase (IP), out-of-phase (OP), water-only, and fat-only images. The 

pancreatic fat signal fraction (FSF = SIfat / SIfat + SIwater) can be calculated by measuring 

the signal intensity (SI) in localized regions of interest on the fat-only and water-only 

images. Recently, newer MR software has allowed more complex sequences (multi-echo 

acquisition) to obtain a quantitative proton density fat fraction (PDFF) map. PDFF is the 

preferred imaging sequence for the liver steatosis since it has the advantage of detecting liver 

hemosiderosis. To ensure a reliable assessment of quantitative fat, T1 bias and T2* 

correction should be utilized [42,43].

It is well known that CP is associated with higher pancreatic fat fraction [44]. Patients with 

CP show higher pancreatic fat fraction compared to patients with no CP. A study was 

performed on a large healthy volunteer population in Europe reported the normal pancreatic 

fat fraction as 4.4% [45]. In the US, fat fraction in the general population is reported to be 

between 8.3% [31] to 14% [44]. This variation probably depends on several factors, 

including but not limited to the reported positive correlations with age (r=0.28) [31] and 

visceral adiposity (r=0.54) [44].

Computerized Tomography

Multi-detector Computerized Tomography

Low kVp (70–110kVp) technique is available on a majority of the current commercially-

available scanners by major vendors. These acquisitions are possible due to improvements in 

x-ray generator and tube hardware in the recent years. New scanners have a higher 

performance and, depending on the scanner, a power reserve as high as 120kW and 

maximum tube capacity of up to 1300 milliamperes (mA). These high mA tubes are 
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essential for low kVp acquisitions in order to maintain optimal image quality. Addition of 

filters at the tube also improves image quality of low kVp acquisitions by removing low-

energy photons [46].

Low kVp acquisitions are a desirable practice endeavor since it results in increased contrast 

depiction. In general, the attenuation of iodine is two times higher at 80kVp than 140kVp 

[47]. The increased contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) on low-energy images improves the 

conspicuity of hypo- and hyper-enhancing lesions against the background parenchyma and 

independent investigations have revealed a higher parenchyma-to-tumor CNR at low kVp 

[48–50]. 80kVp images also accentuate the differences between areas of pancreatic necrosis 

and normal parenchyma improving qualitative assessment [51]. This technique also 

enhances vascular delineation which is important for surgical planning and detecting CP-

related complications such as thrombosis and pseudoaneurysms. Low kVp can therefore be 

used to boost iodine distribution when contrast opacification of the structure of interest is 

suboptimal. Both applications are useful in CP as studies have shown a strong link between 

the development of pancreatic adenocarcinoma (PDAC) in a setting of CP, especially 

hereditary pancreatitis; and an incidence of up to 10–20% for pseudoaneurysms in CP [52]. 

Another advantage of low kVp scan is radiation dose reduction (Figure 7). In the abdomen, a 

change from 120kVp to 100kVp or 80kVp results in a dose reduction by approximately 26% 

or 41% respectively [53,50]. Radiation exposure is a concern in CP patients, especially if CT 

is going to be used for serial monitoring of this chronic disease state as outlined by two 

ongoing prospective observational cohort studies in adult and pediatric patients [54,55]. 

Therefore, efforts for using dose-optimized protocols are relevant in CP imaging to prevent 

high cumulative radiation exposure.

Filtered back projection (FBP) has been the conventional method for CT image 

reconstruction. Improved computational power led to the introduction of iterative 

reconstruction (IR) techniques into clinical routine in 2009. IR reduces image noise for the 

same radiation dose, or alternatively allows for radiation dose reduction for the same image 

quality [56]. This has been demonstrated in phantom and clinical settings for pancreatic 

evaluation (36–60% radiation dose saving), even on wide-16cm-detector systems [57–61]. A 

specific type of IR known as model-based IR can further reduce radiation dose by up to 75% 

[60]. Lin et al. evaluated 1.25 thin axial pancreatic phase CT images and found that IR-

reconstructed images, especially model-based IR, better depicted the pancreatic duct [62]. 

This improved spatial resolution and sharpness of IR-reconstructed images (Figure 8) may 

have a potential role in detecting variant ductal anatomy like pancreatic divisum or early 

ductal changes of CP. Yasaka et al evaluated the detectability of pancreatic calcifications on 

dose-reduced unenhanced CT with IR [63]. They found that at low-dose IR images had 

higher performance than FBP and although model-based IR had a high sensitivity at ultra-

low dose (mean volumetric CT dose index 0.70mGy), a low specificity was observed.

The use of IR needs familiarization. A gradual adoption into clinical practice is thus 

advocated for these reconstructions for optimal reader confidence [64]
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Dual-energy Computerized Tomography

Since the first commercial dual-energy CT (DECT) scanner was available in 2006, there 

have been a multitude of advancements [65]. The currently available DECT platforms are 

either source-based (rapid kV switching, dual-source, split-beam) or detector-based (dual-

layer and photon-counting). Among these, photon-counting CT is the latest technology and 

is not yet approved for routine clinical use. Details on the technical principles and 

applications of DECT (also known as spectral CT or multi-energy CT) are vastly described 

in literature and not detailed here.

DECT is being used increasingly in clinical routine due to the umpteen applications of the 

different image reconstructions that can be post-processed from one scan. Virtual 

monochromatic images can be reconstructed at different kilo-electronvolt (keV) levels, 

ranging from 40keV to 200keV, depending on the DECT technique. Just like on low kVp 

images, the attenuation of iodine increases at low keV (40–65keV). A large body of 

independent authors have shown an objective and subjective preference of low keV images 

for pancreatic applications [66–69]. Specifically, 50–55keV images show a high CNR 

between pancreatic tumor to parenchyma compared to conventional 120kVp images, 

decreasing the amount of contrast media required [66–68,70,71]. Low keV images have also 

been shown to improve detection of small and isoattenuating PDACs compared to 

conventional CT [72,71]. Besides improving the visualization of vessels as described earlier, 

low energy (both keV and kVp) images also improve the visualization of pancreatic duct 

(Figure 9) [73,74,72]. Ductal abnormalities are a hallmark of CP therefore assessment of 

caliber, detection of intraluminal stones and pancreatic divisum are important considerations 

for evaluating CP [75]. On the other hand, high energy keV images (110–140keV) show 

reduced contrast and noise. High keV images and DECT-based metal artifact reduction 

algorithms can thus reduce stent- and clip-related artifacts providing an optimal viewing of 

adjacent pancreatic parenchyma [76]. Majority of the pancreatic calculi in CP are 

discernable on CT since they are radiopaque. But 5–8% calculi that are either radiolucent or 

mixed may not be identifiable on conventional single-energy CT [77]. It is important to 

detect such stones for diagnosing CP as well as guiding therapeutic decisions since they may 

not be amenable to fluoroscopy-based interventions [78]. Both low and high keV images 

have been shown to unmask low-attenuating cholesterol gall stones on DECT [79,80]. 

Though pancreatic stones vary in their composition from gall stones and contain layers of 

elements like nickel, iron, chromium and calcium carbonate, virtual monochromatic images 

may have a role in visualizing radiolucent pancreatic calculi [78]. However, formal analysis 

for this application is needed.

DECT-derived material-density iodine (MD-I) images selectively depict areas of iodine 

uptake while nulling the attenuation of underlying soft tissue. MD-I images have been 

shown to improve reader confidence for detecting tumor and vascular involvement since they 

have a higher signal-to-noise ratio and CNR compared to low keV and conventional 120kVp 

images [68,81,82]. In a subjective study evaluating pancreatic tumors, Chu et al found that 

MD-I images added value in 50% cases by improving lesion conspicuity, increasing 

discernment between cystic and solid areas and evaluating ductal relationship to adjacent 

vessels [82]. MD-I images are also helpful in problem solving [83], identifying areas of 
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extravasation from bleeding pseudoaneurysms, venous thrombosis, differentiating contrast 

from other high-density materials like debris or hemorrhage and visualizing pancreatic head 

parenchyma that may be obscured by metal-related artifacts from biliary stents [73,84]. 

Another benefit of MD-I image is the availability of a reliable quantitative metric for 

enhancement (iodine concentration; IC in mg/ml). Absolute values and ratios (e.g., 

normalized iodine concentration; NIC = region of interest to aorta) have been shown to 

diagnose and distinguish between different pancreatic pathologies based on histopathology 

[85,71]. Mean NIC for PDAC is significantly lower than normal pancreas [71]. In a study 

evaluating 15 patients with chronic mass forming pancreatitis and 20 with PDAC, NIC was 

found to have the best discriminating capability with a sensitivity of 86.7–93.3 % and 

specificity of 89.5–94.7%, depending on the phase of acquisition (Figure 10) [85]. 

Discriminating between the two is important as up to 30% of CP cases can have focal 

enlargement of pancreas and ductal signs cannot reliably distinguish the two conditions [86]. 

Another DECT image reconstruction useful in imaging CP is virtual unenhanced image 

(VUE). VUE are virtually derived from a contrast-enhanced acquisition by suppressing 

iodine containing voxels. For pancreatic applications, subjective studies report VUE to 

possess slightly inferior to excellent image quality compared to true unenhanced images 

(TUE) [87,82,88]. Despite the disparate ratings, >90% VUE images were considered as an 

acceptable replacement for TUE by all readers [88,82]. Objectively, there is a good 

correlation of pancreatic attenuation (HU) between TUE and VUE, with a difference ranging 

between 1–5HU[88,89]. VUE has thus been recommended as a TUE-surrogate for 

pancreatic imaging by a multi-institutional expert panel [90]. Notably, replacement of TUE 

with VUE can lead to a minimum radiation dose saving of ~21% [88,65]. VUE can ascertain 

the presence of enhancement and delineate the presence of hemorrhage within pseudocyst or 

from a ruptured pseudoaneurysm. While these images can detect calcifications (Figure 11), 

partial subtraction of calcifications in the liver and gall stones have been reported [91,92]. 

Further assessment is required for pancreatic calcifications.

Perfusion CT

Perfusion CT is a promising technique for assessing tissue viability, biology and detecting 

small tumors [93–97]. Kinetic modeling of the dynamic acquisition provides quantitative 

physiological metrics like blood volume (BV), blood flow (BF), time to peak (TTP) and 

time-attenuation curves (TAC) to detect microvascular changes. Normal parenchyma shows 

rapid initial enhancement and rapid washout [98]. In contrast, CP without exocrine 

insufficiency demonstrates lower BF and BV with longer TTP and gradual increase in 

parenchymal enhancement. CP with exocrine insufficiency has an even lower perfusion and 

more gradual enhancement than without insufficiency [98]. Perfusion CT may therefore be 

used to rule out exocrine pancreatic dysfunction (Figure 12). BF and BV have also been 

shown to differentiate chronic mass forming pancreatitis from PDAC [99,100]. Perfusion CT 

remains in the research phase for pancreas due to higher radiation dose, and limited field of 

view. Lower radiation dose can be achieved by reducing tube voltage and using IR [101–

103].
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Molecular Imaging

The most common radiotracer used for PET-CT is 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG). FDG-

PET/CT in CP is generally reserved for problem-solving or therapeutic monitoring. 

Autoimmune pancreatitis (AIP) is a distinct subtype of chronic pancreatitis and a known 

imaging mimic for PDAC [104]. Pattern of FDG uptake on PET/CT can distinguish 

‘ordinary’ CP (no uptake) from AIP (multifocal uptake with/without extra-pancreatic 

involvement) and PDAC (focal uptake) to prevent unwarranted pancreaticoduodenectomies 

[105,106]. Nevertheless, serum IgG4, CA19–9, histology and multi-modal imaging 

evaluations may be warranted for diagnosis [107,108]. False-negatives may be seen with 

FDG-PET in patients with poor glucose control and hypometabolic tumors, which is often 

seen in pancreatic diseases and PDAC, therefore new tracers and PET/MR are being 

evaluated for this indication [104,109].

So far, studies have shown CT and PET/MR are complementary for PDAC evaluation, with 

CT being preferred for locoregional status and PET/MR for distant metastasis [110]. Though 

PET/MR improves soft tissue contrast and ductal visualization, and anecdotal cases describe 

the feasibility to differentiate CP from PDAC, further confirmation and more clinical studies 

are needed [109,111].

Radiomics

Extraction of high dimensional quantitative features from radiological images (CT, PET/CT 

or MR) to decode underlying tissue biology, histopathology, local hypoxia and genetics for 

potentially improving clinical decision is called radiomics. An in-depth explanation of 

different radiomic parameters is beyond the scope of this article [112].

Radiomic features, including texture analysis, a first order radiomic extraction, from CT and 

PET/CT images have been shown to determine patient prognosis, predict response to 

chemotherapy and determine resectability in PDAC [113–119]. Cheng et al. recently 

demonstrated significantly different radiomic features in autoimmune pancreatitis compared 

to PDAC on PET/CT images [120]. Another pilot study postulated the feasibility of 

radiomics to predict DM with an area-under-the curve ranging from 0.613 to 0.689 [121]. 

Before these techniques are considered for clinical implementation, standardization of 

technique, impact of image reconstructions and large scale, prospective, multi-institutional 

validation is needed.

Potential areas of further work include differentiating chronic mass forming pancreatitis 

from PDAC, quantifying exocrine and/or endocrine dysfunction and predicting likelihood of 

progression from acute pancreatitis to CP. A meta-analysis found an increased incidence of 

K-ras mutations in CP with a duration of > 3 years; radiogenomics may also have a role in 

predicting transformation of CP to PDAC [122].

Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Several machine learning techniques like logistic regression, Bayesian analysis and random 

forest classifiers are used to crunch radiomic data. Deep learning is class of machine 
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learning wherein layers of neural networks are trained by adjusting parameters and typically 

tasked in radiology for detection, segmentation or classification [123].

For pancreas, DL has an 80% accuracy for complete automated organ segmentation and 

98.5% specificity for PDAC detection on CT[124,125]. Recently, the US Food and Drug 

Administration has approved the first deep-learning based CT image reconstruction 

(TrueFidelity, GE). These are theorized to have the look of FBP but retain low-dose 

capabilities of IR, however formal analysis for this is still needed.

As of now, pancreatic CT volumetric measurements are made manually or through semi-

automated techniques. Manual measurements require high radiologist engagement and is 

calculated using formula [126]. Semi-automated techniques (Figures 13 and 14) require less 

radiologist engagement and use manual references interpolated with automated estimations 

[127]. Fully automated pancreatic volumetry is more challenging than automated liver and 

spleen volumetry as its shape and size can be influenced by adjacent structures [128]. 

Nevertheless, several computational techniques and deep-learning based techniques are 

being evaluated for automated pancreatic analysis [128]. Interpretation of pancreatic volume 

must consider patient age and gender and several authors have established references for 

normal population [126,129,130]. Future areas of interest for CP-related AI applications 

would be in screening and serial monitoring with automated (i) pancreatic volumetry, (ii) 

quantification of calcification burden, (iii) body composition analysis, and prediction of 

future disease states on ultra-low CTs.

Ultrasound (US)

Conventional gray-scale B-mode US is often the first imaging performed for abdominal 

assessment. Transabdominal US (TA-US) however may be limited for the pancreas due to 

retroperitoneal location of the gland. To overcome this, detailed pancreatic evaluation is 

generally performed with endoscopic ultrasound (EUS). Advances such as harmonic 

imaging, US-elastography and contrast-enhanced US (CE-US) can be applied to both 

abdominal and endoscopic approaches. Tissue harmonic US imaging improves the 

resolution with reduced reverberation artifacts [131].

Conventional trans-abdominal B-mode US has a lower accuracy than MR in determining 

fatty infiltration and consequently estimating pancreatic exocrine function [132]. US-

elastography can be used as a quantitative measure to estimate pancreatic stiffness using 

either strain or shear wave techniques. Both techniques are available through a 

transabdominal approach, but only strain technique is available with EUS [133]. In a 

prospective study of 191 CP patients, strain ratio from EUS-US-elastography showed a 

positive correlation with Rosemont classification (EUS-based classification) of CP at an 

accuracy of 91.1% [134]. Another study demonstrated an association between strain ratio 

and pancreatic exocrine function as determined by 13C-mixed triglyceride breath test [135]. 

Endocrine function, in particular assessment of diabetic microangiopathy, with shear wave 

TA-US-elastography has also been evaluated using shear wave technique [136]. However, 

another recent study showed no significant difference in US-elastography between diabetics 
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and healthy controls [137]. Large-scale studies are therefore warranted to ascertain the 

feasibility and clinical value.

Despite these advances the retroperitoneal location of pancreas and invasive nature of EUS 

makes CT and MR the modality of choice for imaging.

Diagnostic Criteria of CP

The Cambridge classification has been the widely used criteria for diagnosis and grading of 

CP for decades [16]. Although this classification originally based on ERCP findings, it has 

been adapted to MRCP practice and has remained as the de facto diagnostic standard, mostly 

due to the relative ease of use and the familiarity of referring physicians. Role of MRI/

MRCP in the diagnosis of CP has been acknowledged by recent guidelines of the American 

Pancreatic Association, and a modified Cambridge classification for MR/MRCP and CT has 

been proposed [3]. Cambridge classification has been shown to have poor sensitivity for the 

diagnosis of early CP [3]; however, parenchymal features visualized on MRI have shown 

promise in establishing the CP at an early stage [31]. There is a need to develop diagnostic 

criteria that incorporate both parenchymal and ductal features of CP seen by MRI/MRCP. 

Several MR imaging techniques have been shown to be useful for detection of parenchymal 

changes seen with CP; however, there has not been widely accepted MR based diagnostic 

criteria that have emerged from these efforts. As a major step towards achieving this goal, a 

prospective multi-institutional study investigating well-phenotyped CP patients is in 

progress [41].

Standardized definitions and reporting of CP on cross-sectional imaging studies will 

facilitate classification of disease severity and longitudinal assessment in clinical trials. A 

recently published consensus identifies, defines, and provides metrics for reporting features 

of CP that will allow a more standardized approach to disease diagnosis and assessment of 

severity [4]. Table 2 provides an overview of the role of the techniques described in this 

article for evaluating chronic pancreatitis.
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ABBREVIATIONS

ADC Apparent Diffusion Coefficient

CP Chronic Pancreatitis

DECT Dual-energy computerized tomography

DWI Diffusion Weighted Imaging
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ECV Extracellular Volume

MDCT Multi-detector computerized tomography

MRCP Magnetic Resonance Cholangiopancreatography

MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MRE Magnetic Resonance Elastography

SI Signal Intensity

DECT Dual-energy CT

PDAC Pancreatic adenocarcinoma
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Figure 1. 
Coronal MRCP images in a 42-year-old patient with CP. (a) Image shows more than 3 

ectatic side branches (arrows) compatible with mild CP, Cambridge grade 2. (b) This image 

was obtained in the same patient following injection of secretin. There is dilatation of the 

main pancreatic duct (long arrow) as well as an increase in the number and conspicuity of 
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the ectatic side-branches (short arrows). These findings are compatible with moderate CP, 

Cambridge grade 3. (D= fluid in the duodenal bulb)
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Figure 2. 
T1-weighted signal of the pancreas changes with CP. Unenhanced, fat suppressed, gradient 

echo image of the abdomen can be used to detect the parenchymal changes secondary to CP. 

Normally, the signal of the pancreas is brighter than the spleen or paraspinal muscle (PSM). 

(a) Axial image in a patient with no CP and shows relatively higher signal of the pancreas 
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(arrow) compared to the spleen (S). Signal intensity ratio can be obtained by taking the ratio 

of the pancreas to the spleen, or the paraspinal muscle. (b) Axial image in a patient with 

known CP and shows a similar signal to the spleen and paraspinal muscle. A pancreas to 

splenic SIR threshold of <1.2 was shown to be 77% sensitive and 76% specific for the 

diagnosis of CP.
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Figure 3. 
T1 relaxometry of the pancreas provides quantitative evaluation of the CP. (a) Axial 

grayscale T1 map of the pancreas (P) obtained at 3T. The mean T1 in the pancreatic head 

measures 701 ms. Preliminary studies reported that T1 >900–950 ms could be used as the 

threshold for CP, while the median T1 in general population was around 717 ms. (b) Axial 

T1 map in a colorscale format. The intensity of the pancreatic signal can be visually 

assessed by comparing to the scale. (S=stomach, SB=small bowel, D=duodenum)
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Figure 4. 
Extracellular volume (ECV) imaging of the CP. ECV imaging technique utilizes T1 maps 

obtained before and after MR contrast enhancement. This axial color map image depicts 

calculated ECV fraction. A preliminary study showed that ECV threshold of >0.27 had 92% 

sensitivity and 77% specificity for CP. (P=pancreas; S=spleen)
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Figure 5. 
Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) of the pancreas obtained using b values of 0 and 500 in a 

1.5T scanner. Apparent diffusion coefficients (ADCs) in the pancreas are reduced in patients 

with CP. Axial ADC map of the pancreatic body and tail (arrows) is shown. Measurements 

made on the ADC map may reflect tissue fibrosis in patients with suspected CP.
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Figure 6. 
MRE of the pancreas. Images were obtained in a volunteer with the vibrational frequency of 

60Hz. A T2 localizer along with snapshots of curl processed waves to remove the 

longitudinal waves along one of the encoding directions and the stiffness map overlaid on 

the T2 localizer with a mean stiffness of 1.35kPa in the pancreas. Reprinted by permission 

from Springer, Abdominal Radiology, Magnetic resonance imaging as a non-invasive 

method for the assessment of pancreatic fibrosis (MINIMAP): a comprehensive study design 

from the consortium for the study of chronic pancreatitis, diabetes, and pancreatic cancer, 

Tirkes et. al., Copyright 2019.
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Figure 7. 
Low kVp technique. 46-year old male with acute-on-chronic pancreatitis underwent 

contrast-enhanced CT at (a) 120kVp and (b) 100kVp three days apart. At the same window 

width and window level, the hypoenhancing area in the pancreatic head (arrow) and ductal 

margins in the pancreatic body are more conspicuous at 100 kVp than 120 kVp. Volumetric 

CT-dose index at 120kVp and 100 kVp were 13.8mGy and 9.5mGy respectively. Note the 

increased attenuation of iodinated oral contrast media at 100kVp. There was an interval 

improvement in peripancreatic fat stranding around the tail (asterisk).
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Figure 8. 
Impact of iterative reconstruction. 69-year old female with ductal dilatation underwent 

contrast-enhanced CT. On 1.25mm image reconstructions, the ductal anatomy and resolution 

is improved with (a) iterative reconstruction compared to (b) conventional filtered back 

projection reconstruction.
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Figure 9. 
Dual-energy CT for pancreatic evaluation. 53-year old male underwent contrast-enhanced 

dual-layer dual-energy CT. The pancreatic ductal (arrow) anatomy and margins are better 

delineated at (b) low-energy (50keV) and (c) material-density iodine (MD-I) images than 

conventional (a) 120kVp images. Note the clarity of splenic vein (arrowhead) on 50keV and 

MD-I images compared to 120kVp.
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Figure 10. 
Quantitative imaging with dual-energy CT. 62-year old male with abdominal pain underwent 

arterial-phase contrast-enhanced rapid kV switching dual-energy CT. (a) 70keV images 

show a hypoattenuating area in the uncinate process. Iodine concentrations (in mg/ml) 

measurements were obtained on the (b) material-density iodine images from the lesion 

(yellow) and aorta (pink). The normalized iodine concentration (lesion-to-aorta) was 0.22 

and serology confirmed the diagnosis as autoimmune pancreatitis.
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Figure 11. 
Virtual unenhanced images for quantitative and qualitative assessment. 63-year old male 

with chronic pancreatitis underwent dual-source dual-energy CT. (a) True-unenhanced 

(TUE) acquisition and (b) virtual-enhanced (VUE) reconstruction. The attenuation (HU) 

measurements between TUE and VUE are comparable and pancreatic head calcifications are 

adequately visualized on VUE. Note the partial subtraction of small calcific foci within the 

pancreas and anterior aortic wall on VUE.
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Figure 12. 
Perfusion CT curves in CP. Graphical plot depicting the time-density curve (attenuation on 

x-axis; time on y-axis) for normal pancreatic parenchyma and chronic pancreatitis (with and 

without exocrine insufficiency).
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Figure 13. 
Serial semi-automated volumetry. 65-year old male with diabetes mellitus diagnosed in 2013 

underwent two CT scans 10-years apart. Semi-automated pancreatic volumetry 

measurements revealed volume reduction from 103cm3 in (a) 2009 to 65cm3 in (b) 2019. 

The atrophy was most predominant in the body and tail regions.
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Figure 14. 
Serial CT assessment of fat fraction and calcific burden. 67-year old male with chronic 

pancreatitis underwent two CT scans 15-months apart. Serial semi-automated quantification 

for fat (−233 to −30HU) fraction and calcification (124–3071HU) burden using double -

thresholding volume histogram technique shows an increase in the fat (from 16.2cm3 to 
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17.7cm3) and calcific (8.8cm3 to 11.7cm3) volumes between (a) September 2016 and (b) 
December 2017.
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Table 1.

Cambridge Classification.

Cambridge Classification Main PD Abnormal side branches

Grade 0 (Normal) Normal None

Grade 1 (Equivocal) Normal Fewer than 3

Grade 2 (Mild CP) Normal 3 or more

Grade 3 (Moderate CP) Abnormal More than 3

Grade 4 (Severe CP) Abnormal One or more of large cavity, obstruction, filling defect, severe dilation or irregularity
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Table 2.

Advanced Imaging Techniques in Chronic Pancreatitis (CP)

Clinical Question Specific Question Useful Imaging techniques

Diagnosis of Structural/Functional 
Changes

Parenchymal • T1 signal changes
• Extracellular volume fraction
• Contrast enhanced CT
• Diffusion weighted imaging
• MR Elastography
• Pancreatic fat fraction (by MRI)
• Dual-energy CT
• 3D volumetry using AI
• EUS with elastrography

Ductal • MRCP (with/without Secretin)

Functional • Secretin-enhanced MRCP
• Perfusion CT
• Radiomics

Assist in Therapeutic Decision 
Making

Diagnose obstruction • MRCP (with/without Secretin)
• Dual-energy CT

Detect fluid collections • Dual-energy CT (including material density images and virtual 
unenhanced images)

Identify vascular 
complications

• Dual-energy CT (including material density images and virtual 
unenhanced images)

Differentiate CP from Pancreatic 
Adenocarcinoma

Determine contrast 
enhancement pattern 
and/or metabolic activity

• Dual-energy CT
• MRI/MRCP
• Perfusion CT
• PET-CT
• PET-MRI
• Radiomics
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